
Roller Blind 
Systems
World-class, fully featured systems designed in Australia.

Roller blind  systems 
reinvented by Blindware

Roller Blinds



At Blindware, we really do believe that 
your success is our success. Our primary 
objective is to help our customers create 
new and profitable sales opportunities. 
Sales generated by strong product features 
and benefits that are real and resonate 
with purchasers. Features and benefits that 
differentiate you from the competition. 
SunBoss is that opportunity!

Why SunBoss?

SunBoss is simply the better alternative.

Over the past 10 years, our aim 
has been to develop market share 
through innovation in all that we 
do. To create strong competitive 
advantages for our customers. To 
provide stronger selling stories. To 
simply provide better systems at 
prices that make sense.

When it comes to roller blind 
systems, SunBoss is the 
embodiment of that philosophy.

Designed by Blindware, SunBoss 
reinvents the roller blind system!

Smoother, quieter clutches 
and a wide range of modular 
components combine to meet 
the demands of any application, 
residential or commercial. Double 
brackets, spring assists, the widest 
range of linking options, fascia/
cassette and ease of motorisation 
are also key features. Designed 
in Australia, SunBoss will change 
how you think about roller blind 
systems.

 

SunBoss
Australian designed 
for the world

Direct drive and geared clutches

28, 32, 38, 43, 50, 63mm tubes

Single and double brackets 

Link brackets – independent + 
multi-link

Universal coupling for bay windows

Spring assists, Light, Medium  
and Heavy

Blackout Cassette + Side Channels

Fascia – 75mm, Square + Round

Top rail system

Easy motorisation 

SunBoss system summary

www.blindware.com.au



With superior performance at a price that makes sense, 
SunBoss provides peace of mind.

Fascia and Cassette
Our fascia systems look fantastic and are easy to 
use. Available in square and rounded profiles, 
the fascia is ideal when you need to cover the 
blind roll or just finish a job to perfection. There 
is also a superior blackout cassette available, 
which features 80mm cassette box and 360 
degree wrap-around side and bottom channels 
to provide 100% light blockage. The SunBoss 
cassette provides industry leading performance!

Centre bracket system like never before
The SunBoss centre bracket system leads the world 
for ease of use and flexibility. The configurable 
design means one bracket can be configured 
to provide three separate functions, i.e. pin-to-
pin operation, linked blinds or fit the universal 
coupling insert for bay windows. 

Fully motorisable and very, very quiet
Our superior soft rubber drive components 
insulate the blind from the noise and vibration 
created by the motor. Any SunBoss bracket can be 
easily motorised with exceptional performance!

Modular by design
The direct drive clutch and geared clutch are both 
sized to fit directly into 38mm tube. The clutches 
continue the tradition of using tube adapters to 
work with larger tube sizes - incl 43mm, 50mm 
and 63mm. The same also applies to other 
running parts, such as the pin end and link drives. 

Brackets are universal in nature, allowing simple 
switching of clutch and pin to either side of 
the blind. This reduces inventory and simplifies 
system use.

SunBoss contemporary colour range:

white grey ivory latte black

Spring assist mechanism for  

No matter what size blind, if it runs on one of 
our tubes from 38mm and larger, then we have 
the spring assist to suit. Fitted to the clutch, the 
SunBoss spring assist will make easy lifting a 
reality for your customers.

larger blinds



The reinvention does not stop at the 
clutch. The spring assist mechanism 
has also been subjected to a major 
design review and has emerged 
dramatically different. Foam now 
surrounds the aluminium shaft to 
reduce noise as the spring operates. 

Direct drive clutches for everyday 
use and geared clutches for larger 
blinds. The geared clutch utilises 
our unique HardCoreTM metal core 
technology that surrounds the core 
of the clutch to make it smoother, 
quieter and more durable for the 
long term.

New design eliminates the chain 
guard for smoother and quieter 
performance and less damage in 
transit.

Inside the direct drive clutch are 4 
springs, improving the long term 
comfort and strength of the clutch.

Universal spring assists fit both 
clutches.

Unique Stabiliser Bar keeps the 
clutch held more firmly in the 
brackets for smoother operation.

Suitable for use with 38mm, 43mm, 
50mm and 63mm tubes, using tube 
adapters.

Easy two-stage opening that is 
quicker and easier to fit chains.

System is available in 5 
contemporary colours: white, grey, 
ivory, latte, black.

We all know that the body does not 
function without a sound heart. 
The clutch is the heart of the roller 
blind. SunBoss is that heart. It boasts 
many advanced features that make 
it different to any roller blind clutch 
you have ever seen before. 

The clutch, the heart

The spring assist, the muscles

As one of Australia’s leading roller blind 
component wholesalers, we understand 
the key elements that create a great 
product. As a result, the SunBoss clutch 
is truly different. Smoother, quieter and 
more stable in the brackets, SunBoss 
raises the bar on performance. 
 
Key features include:

Rubberised wheels run smoothly and 
quietly inside the tube, with wheels 
available for each tube size. The sheath 
also utilises soft rubber making the 
SunBoss system quieter, smoother and 
stronger than any of its predecessors. 

Springs are available in light, 
medium and heavy duty versions to 
handle all blind sizes with both left 
and right hand operation. The same 
springs fit either the direct drive 
clutch or the geared clutch, for truly 
modular performance.



SunBoss boasts a full suite of end 
brackets like no other system. 

All brackets are universal in nature 
and can operate in many different 
configurations, including accepting the 
clutch, the pin end or even both in a 
head to tail configuration.  
Bracket covers are also available and  
easily fitted.

Single brackets – 40mm, 55mm and 
75mm projection. 

Double brackets – Traditional P-Shape 
versions, Vertical compact and Double 
recess design (suit min. 150mm  
ceiling recess). 

Almost every problem solved in one 
product range.

The brackets,
the legs and arms

Our centre bracket system is modular 
by design, readily matching every 
end bracket in our range.

The key feature of our centre bracket 
range is the flexibility of the insert 
system. Using a common metal 
bracket, the insert can be changed to 
create independent links (pin to pin 
connections), linked blinds (multi-
links) and universal joint coupling 
for use in bay windows etc. All from 
just one bracket type! There are even 
centre brackets available for our 
fascia and cassette systems.

When coupled with our adjustable 
link drive, levelling base rails has 
never been simpler. Just turn the 
adjustable link and base rails become 
level in seconds, even when used in 
bay windows.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We also have the ability to do 
customised bracket solutions where 
required. The unique flexibility of the 
SunBoss bracket system can solve 
all installation problems quickly and 
cost effectively.

Centre brackets, our 
greatest strength



The SunBoss fascia creates a 
modern finish that will enhance 
any installation, either residential or 
commercial. Available in square and 
rounded profiles, the SunBoss fascia 
will excite your customers.

To better match the interior décor 
of your project, our fascia profiles 
are available in three standard matt 
colours - white, cream & black, plus 
clear anodised and mill finish for 
custom projects. Not surprisingly, 
we go the extra step to ensure the 
finish you achieve is exceptional. 
Our anodised finish is nothing but 
perfection, bead blasted and then 
anodised to 20 micron depth to 
remove all imperfections from the 
extrusion surface.

Fascia

With the SunBoss cassette you no longer 
need to compromise when it comes to 
blackout blinds – on style, appearance, 
performance or flexibility! This sleek system 
offers attractive contemporary looks and 
total light blocking with a unique wrap 
around design.

Cassette

Stylish square-line appearance

Compatible with SunBoss roller blind 
components

Side channel profiles also form optional bottom 
channel

Optional bottom rail version available

Fully overlapping joints, zero light pass*

Centre link available for multi-linked blinds or 
left/right control

Simple fabrication

Easily motorised

10 year warranty

*using patent pending light blocking technology

Cassette Specifications:

Slim 86mm x 92mm top cassette profile

50mm x 21mm 2-piece side channel design

100% light blocking when used as full wrap 
around system

Available in 3 standard colours: white, black and 
anodised, plus mill finish for custom projects

Felt strip channels provided

Cassette Features:



SunBoss systems will change your 
perception about blind motorisation. 
Quieter, simpler and more reliable 
operation are the key outcomes from 
our years of experience. Whether it be 
using our in-house Motolux motors or 
motors from a third party supplier, our 
easy-to-use adapter disks allow every 
bracket in the SunBoss range to be 
easily motorised. 

Also, our unique soft rubber crown 
and wheel kits dramatically reduce 
noise emanating from any motor.  

Blindware also provides superior 
technical support with several 
software tools available to 
help you calculate best tube 
sizing, motor torque and other 
technical data, plus we can 
provide full bill of materials 
software. 

Our bill of materials calculator 
has been developed to 
determine precise list of parts 
required and product costs 
for almost every possible 

Motorise your blinds. 
It’s simply better with SunBoss.

SunBoss is simply the better alternative.

Software support tools
In fact, our lower noise levels will only 
be consistently beaten by MUCH more 
expensive Quiet Motors. Blindware 
and SunBoss are the experts when it 
comes to motorising roller blinds.

configuration of roller blind, 
including project costing. All tools 
run on MS Excel and are very easy 
to use.

Directly access our website 
information pages using 
this QR Code link.



Blindware Pty Ltd
Unit 1, 3 Dunlop Crt, Bayswater 3135
Tel: (03) 9876 0400  Fax: (03) 9720 2746
Email: sales@blindware.com.au

   

Our commitment to you...

www.blindware.com.au

Based in Melbourne, Australia, Blindware is a supplier of internal blind 
systems and components for the world market. Since being established 
in 2006, Blindware has emerged to become one of Australia’s leading 
independent hardware system suppliers, as well as a significant supplier 
of fabrics and motorisation systems. This holistic view of the blind 
provides us with a unique and capable focus on product developments 
that assist the practical manufacture, installation and use of internal 
window blind systems. Systems are designed for the world market and 
offer many intrinsic advantages over other products.

Our other blind systems and products include:

Vertical blinds

Panel track

Motorisation

Screen fabric

Blockout fabrics

Commercial fabrics

Wood venetian

Aluminium venetian

Accessories


